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Abstract
In this article a new Modelica library to model ve-
hicle power trains is discussed. An overview of the
elements within the library is given, such as plane-
tary gearsets, laminar clutches, torque losses, driver,
warm up model. The library is demonstrated through
the discussion of two illustrative examples, for drive
cycle fuel consumption prediction and for investigat-
ing gearshift transition dynamics of an automatic gear-
box. Together with the Modelica simulation environ-
ment Dymola, this library is suited and used for HIL
(Hardware-In-the-Loop) simulations.
1 Introduction
Vehicle power trains are 1-dimensional, rotational me-
chanical systems. They transmit mechanical energy
between an engine and the wheels and provide a trans-
lation of engine torque and speed. Traditional method-
ologies for modelling drivelines are described in [5, 7].
In this article a new Modelica library for modelling ve-
hicle power trains is discussed which offers significant
advantages compared to traditional methods.
From a modellers point of view, the PowerTrain
library window is a set of icons representing the com-
ponents of a power train, such as engine, torque con-
verter, automatic gearbox, etc. The icons are dragged
and moved to a model window and are connected to-
gether according to the physical connections. The li-
brary together with an appropriate Modelica tool such
as Dymola [2] takes care of all complications which
may arise in the model, such as inertias directly cou-
pled via an ideal gearbox (which leads to a reduction
of the number of states) or locking and unlocking of
frictional elements such as bearing friction, clutches
or brakes.
The actual implementation of all model compo-
nents is given in the Modelica language. If in an ap-
plication some variant of a component is needed, users
can simply make a copy of the appropriate element and
change the model according to their needs. Further-
more, it is straight forward to realize and incorporate
new elements as needed for the application.
Using Dymola as a simulation engine, an overall
model is symbolically processed (a) to transform the
system into state space form and (b) to enhance the ef-
ficiency. The latter is performed by, e.g., transforming
algebraic loops into smaller loops via permutation of
equations and via ”intelligent“ variable substitution. If
an algebraic loop is linear in the unknowns, a numer-
ical linear solver is used to solve it. If the coefficient
matrix of the linear system is not time varying, an LU-
decomposition is performed only once before the sim-
ulation starts. Other optimizations are done as well,
e.g., constant expressions are only computed once and
output variables which need not to be computed for the
integrator, are only computed at time instants where
the value has to be stored. The result of the symbolic
processing is stored as a C-function which is compiled
and linked to Dymolas simulation environment. Al-
ternatively, it can be incorporated into other environ-
ments, such as SIMULINK. From Dymolas point of
view, power trains are small systems and the symbolic
processing needs usually only seconds.
In the remaining part of this article, an overview of
the PowerTrain library is given, some components are
explained in more detail and two application examples
are discussed.
2 Overview of PowerTrain library
The PowerTrain library contains 1-dimensional rota-
tional mechanical components. It is normally used in
combination with the Modelica.Mechanics.Rotational
sublibrary of the Modelica standard library. A screen
shot of the Rotational library is shown in figure 1. This
library contains basic elements, such as a rotational in-
ertia, ideal gearboxes, shaft elasticity, bearing friction,
clutches, brakes, and sensors. The Rotational library
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Figure 1: Library Modelica.Mechanics.Rotational.
is part of the standard distribution of a Modelica envi-
ronment, such as Dymola.
A screenshot of the PowerTrain library is given in
figure 2. The following list contains a short description
of the most important components of the PowerTrain
library. Some of these components are discussed in
more detail in subsequent sections:
PlanetPlanet, PlanetRing: Basic building blocks to
construct any type of planetary gearbox.
Planetary: Planetary gearbox where the planet may
have a different rolling radius with respect to the
sun and to the ring respectively.
Differential: Differential gearbox.
VariableGear: Simple model of a gearbox where the
gear ratio between the driving and driven shaft is
determined by an input signal. The ratio applied
can be continuously or step changed.
LaminarClutch: Lamella clutch defined with techno-
logical parameters where the input is the pressure
to engage the clutch.
OneWayLaminarClutch: Series connection of free
wheel and laminar clutch.
LockUpTC: Hydrodynamic torque converter, real-
ized with tables, coupled to a friction clutch to al-
low the torque converter pump and turbine to be
directly coupled together.
GearEfficiency2: Gear efficiency where the effi-
ciency depends on the gear which is supplied as
an input.
TorqueLoss: Torque loss element which models the
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Figure 2: PowerTrain library.
frictional losses in bearings. The friction charac-
teristic is given as input signal to allow any type
of functional dependency of the torque loss to be
modelled.
WarmUpModel: A simple warm-up model that de-
termines coolant and oil temperature based on a
lumped mass system from an energy balance be-
tween the engine, block, coolant in the block,
coolant in the radiator, oil system and the sur-
rounding atmosphere.
Engine3: An engine model with inertia, warm-up and
friction models which is based on steady-state
mapped engine data.
Wheel2: A simple model of the wheel where the
wheel radius depends on the vehicle speed.
CarResistance, CarCoastDown: Longitudinal dy-
namics of a vehicle. Energy losses can either be
defined by resistance forces of wind and rolling
resistances given by tables, or the resistance
forces can be given as 2nd order polynomial.
Driver2: A driver model, for use with automatic
transmissions, that is based on a PI controller and
that is used to determine the throttle and brake
pedal positions. The driver will only control one
pedal at once.
Controls: Several controllers, such as gearbox, fuel
flow, idle controller.
Examples: Example models to demonstrate the usage
of the library.
3 Interfaces
The connector interfaces used for 1-dimensional rota-
tional components are mechanical flanges:
j 1 j 2
z
t 1 t 2
1 = τ1  ez
2 = τ2  ez
!1 = ϕ˙1  ez
!2 = ϕ˙2  ez
As interface variables the absolute rotation angle
ϕ1;ϕ2 and the cut-torque τ1;τ2 in a flange are used.
In every flange a coordinate system is defined which is
fixed in the flange. The z-axis of this coordinate sys-
tem is directed into the positive rotation direction. All
vectors in the flange are resolved in this flange coor-
dinate system. Usually, in a component the coordinate
systems of all flanges of this component are parallel to
each other. This is the reason why the cut-torque τ1
of the left flange in the figure above is directed in the
left flange and the cut-torque τ2 of the right flange is
directed out of the right flange. If two flanges of dif-
ferent components are connected together, this means
that these two flanges are rigidly attached and that the
two flange coordinate systems are identical. In the Ro-
tational library, a 1-dimensional rotational connector is
formally defined as:
connector Flange_a
Modelica.SIunits.Angle phi;
flow Modelica.SIunits.Torque tau;
end Flange_a;
In this library two identical connectors Flange a and
Flange b are defined. The only difference of these two
connectors is the graphical representation (filled and
non-filled square) in order that different flanges of a
component can be more easily identfied in the graphi-
cal view.
4 Ideal planetary gears
There are various kinematical setups of planetary gear-
boxes. It would therefore be inconvenient to derive
the equations for every type of gearbox manually. It
is, however, possible to build up any type of planetary
gearbox by using two basic components (see the first
two rows in table 1): A planet-planet and a planet-ring
combination. This is demonstrated by the examples in
the two last rows of table 1:
Planet-Planet
combination
j 1
t 1
j 2
t 2
z
j 0
t 0
z j: Tooth number of wheel j
i1 = z1=(z1 + z2)
i2 = z2=(z1 + z2)
ϕ0 = i1 ϕ1 + i2 ϕ2
0 = τ1 + i1  τ0
0 = τ2 + i2  τ0
Planet-Ring
combination
j 1
t 1
j 2
t 2
z
j 0
t 0
z j: Tooth number of wheel j
i1 = z1=(z2   z1)
i2 = z2=(z2   z1)
ϕ0 = i2 ϕ2   i1 ϕ1
τ1 = i1  τ0
0 = i2  τ0 + τ2
Planetary
gearbox
z
Ravigneaux
gearbox
z
Table 1: Ideal planetary gears.
The standard planetary gearbox, shown in the third
row of table 1, is constructed in such a way that the
planet may have a different rolling radius with re-
spect to the sun and to the ring wheel, as is common
in modern load gearboxes. This corresponds to the
case where two planets with different rolling radius are
rigidly attached.
The Ravigneaux gearbox consists of 2 sun wheels,
2 planet wheels and one ring wheel (see, e.g., [4])
and is an example how non-standard gearsets can be
modelled using the two mentioned basic elements. In
the right column of table 1 it is shown, how this gear-
box can be modelled by using 3 planet-planet and one
planet-ring combination.
The derivation of the equations for the planet-
planet combination shall be discussed briefly: The
needed auxiliary variables are defined in figure 3.
Basically, the well known formula is used, which com-
putes the absolute velocity vP of a point P from the ab-
solute velocity vB of a reference point B on the same
rigid body, from the absolute angular velocity ! of this
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Figure 3: Planet-Planet combination.
body and from the position vector rBP from B to P:
vP = vB + ! rBP (4.1)
Application of (4.1) to the points P1;P2;P3 in figure 3,
and utilizing the closed vector chain of the position
vectors R1;r1;r2;R2 leads to:
R1+ r1 = R2+ r2 (4.2a)
v1 = !0R1 (4.2b)
v2 = !0R2 (4.2c)
v3 = v1+!1 r1
= v2+!2 r2 (4.2d)
Inserting (4.2a–4.2c) in (4.2d) yields:
!0 (r2  r1)+!1 r1 = !2 r2 (4.3)
When the vectors are resolved in the coordinate system
of the carrier (see figure 3), i.e.,
!0 = ϕ˙0  ez; !1 = ϕ˙1  ez; !2 = ϕ˙2  ez;
r1 = r1  ex; r2 = r2  ( ex)
(4.4)
inserted in (4.3) and integrate once, the result is:
(r1+ r2) ϕ0 = r1 ϕ1+ r2 ϕ2 (4.5)
If z1 is the number of teeth of wheel 1, z2 the number of
teeth of wheel 2 and b the width of one tooth together
with the distance to the next tooth along the rolling
circle, the girth of the two wheels is given by:
2pir1 = z1 b; 2pir2 = z2 b (4.6)
Solving these two equations for r1 and r2, inserting in
(4.5) finally yields the desired kinematic relationship
between the rotational angles and the teeth numbers:
(z1+ z2) ϕ0 = z1 ϕ1+ z2 ϕ2 (4.7)
Note, that (4.7) is better suited than (4.5), because the
teeth number of a given gearbox can be determined
exactly by counting the teeth, where as the radii r1;r2
can only be determined up to a certain tolerance.
The kinematic relationship (4.7) is part of the
model equations of the planet-planet combination, see
first row of table 1. The remaining equations can be
derived based on conservaton of energy: Since no en-
ergy is stored in an ideal planet-planet combination
and no energy is transmitted to the environment, the
sum of the energy flowing into this component through
all connectors has to vanish, i.e.,
0 = P (= dE=dt)
= ϕ˙0  τ0+ ϕ˙1  τ1+ ϕ˙2  τ2
= (i1ϕ˙1+ i2ϕ˙2)  τ0+ ϕ˙1  τ1+ ϕ˙2  τ2
= (τ1 + i1  τ0)ϕ˙1+(τ2+ i1  τ0)ϕ˙2 (4.8)
The two speeds ϕ˙1; ϕ˙2 can be selected independently
from each other. In order that the overal power P(t)
always vanishes, the factors in front of ϕ˙1 and ϕ˙2 have
to vanish, which leads to the equations in the first row
of table 1
Note, that the usage of ideal gearboxes, and espe-
cially of the planet-planet and planet-ring combination
leads always to small algebraic loops. These loops can
be treated efficiently with the techniques used in Dy-
mola.
5 Friction and loss elements
Both the Rotational library and the PowerTrain li-
brary contain friction elements, such as bearing fric-
tion, clutches, brakes, and gear efficiency. All these
elements are based on a thorough theory which will be
introduced by a brief explanation of a basic Coulomb
friction element. For more details, see [6].
Friction may lock the relative motion of two sur-
faces. This situation may be modeled (a) with stiff
springs, which only allow small relative displacements
in the stuck mode or (b) in a slightly idealized way as
exact locking element which removes one degree of
freedom if in stuck mode. It is easy to provide a model
for approach (a). However, the corresponding system
becomes stiff and is not suited for realtime simula-
tions. Furthermore, it is usually difficult to determine
an appropriate spring and damping constant which re-
flects the reality and does not induce vibrations due
to the numerics. For these reasons, in the Rotational
and PowerTrain library, approach (b) is used. How-
ever, this leads to difficulties if two or more friction
elements are dynamically coupled.
The essential idea is discussed using translational
friction elements: Here, the friction force f acts be-
tween two surfaces and is a function of the relative
velocity v between the friction surfaces when they are
sliding relative to each other. When v becomes zero,
the two surfaces are stuck to each other and the friction
force is no longer a function of v. The element starts
sliding again if the friction force becomes larger than
the maximum static friction force f0.
The key to the solution is the observation that v= 0
in the stuck mode and when forward sliding starts, but
v˙> 0 when sliding starts in forward direction and v˙= 0
in the stuck mode, see figure 4. Since the friction char-
acteristic in figure 4 at zero velocity is no functional
relationship, i.e., a function f = f (a) does not exist, a
parameterized curve description
a = a(sa)
f = f (sa)
with a curve parameter sa is used leading to the fol-
lowing equations for zero velocity:
a = v˙
a = if sa > 1 then sa 1 else
if sa < 1 then sa +1 else 0
f = if sa > 1 then f0 else
if sa < 1 then   f0 else f0  sa
At zero velocity, these equations and the equations
of the mechanical elements connected together with
the friction element form a mixed continuous/discrete
set of equations consisting of Real and Boolean un-
knowns, (Boolean unknowns are: sa > 1;sa <  1).
This mixed system of equations has to be solved at
event instants to determine whether a friction element
remains in the stuck mode or starts to slide. Several
other minor difficulties occur, which are discussed in
more detail in [6].
a = v
f
f0
start backward sliding
start forward sliding
s
a
s
a
s
a
 = -1
-f0
s
a
 = 1
.
v = 0
Figure 4: Friction characteristic at v = 0.
A simple example of dynamic coupling of fric-
tion elements is shown in figure 5 where two blocks
are sliding on each other and on every surface fric-
tion is present which is described according to the
discussed method. At event instants, a mixed con-
tinuous/discrete system of equations of the following
structure has to be solved:
m1v˙1 = u1+ f2  f1
m2(v˙1 + v˙2) = u2  f2
v˙1 = g1(s1 > 1; s1 < 1; s1)
f1 = g2(s1 > 1; s1 < 1; s1)
v˙2 = g3(s2 > 1; s2 < 1; s2)
f2 = g4(s2 > 1; s2 < 1; s2)
By applying appropriate time varying external forces
u1(t);u2(t) on the two blocks, a stick-slip like be-
haviour occurs. For this situation, a simulation was
carried out with Dymola [2] leading to the simulation
results of figure 6. The discontinuities in the friction
forces when switching from stuck to sliding mode are
due to the property that the maximum friction force
fmax in the locked mode is a factor of 1.25 higher as
the sliding friction force f0 at zero velocity.
The process of finding the solution of the mixed
system of equations, i.e., to determine a consistent set
of relations and continuous variables, can be manually
checked for demonstration purposes with the follow-
ing settings (m1 = m2 = 1; fmax= f0 = 1):
u1 = 0:9  f0
u2 = if time < 0:1 then 0 else 1:1  f0
At the beginning of the simulation the two blocks are
stuck. At time = 0.1 s an event occurs and force f2
jumps from 0 to 1:1  f0. After evaluating all equa-
tions under the assumption that both blocks are stuck,
it turns out that both friction forces become larger than
f0. Therefore, it is natural to have the assumption that
both elements start to slide in forward direction. Re-
evaluating the corresponding mixed system of contin-
uous/discrete equations leads to a relative acceleration
of block 2 with respect to block 1 which is negative,
i.e., block 2 cannot slide in forward direction. The
assumption that block 1 slides and block 2 is stuck,
finally leads to a consistent configuration.
All friction elements utilized in the Rotational and
PowerTrain library are slight variations of the de-
scribed basic friction element. In all cases, these el-
ements lead to mixed systems of equations if they are
v1
f1
u2(t)
f2f2
v2
u1(t)
m2
m1
Figure 5: Two blocks with friction.
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Figure 6: Simulation results of two block system.
dynamically coupled. Dymola [2] has appropriate nu-
merical algorithms to solve these equations in a reli-
able and efficient way. For realtime applications, spe-
cial adaptions of these algorithms are provided.
In the remaining part of this article, it is shown,
how the PowerTrain library can be utilized in different
applications.
6 Application 1: Fuel consumption
In the first application of the PowerTrain library, a ve-
hicle model with an automatic gearbox is discussed
which is suitable for carrying out drive cycle fuel con-
sumption prediction work, see figure 7. Since the
model is mainly used for predicting the energy losses
in a power train, detailed component models, such as
describing the detailed shifting behaviour of the auto-
matic gearbox, are not needed.
The model in figure 7 contains an engine model
which is based on steady-state engine maps but in-
cludes a simple warm-up model to account for the ef-
fects of cold-starts. To achieve this it incorporates a
look-up table which determines the increased load that
should be applied to the engine due to increased fric-
tion when the engine is cold. The additional friction
load is dependant upon the predicted oil temperature.
Engine auxiliaries such as power steering pump, alter-
nator, and others are lumped into one table as a speed
dependant load on the engine. The individual torque
loss curves for these components need to be adjusted
to reflect the load on the crankshaft before entering
them into the model.
The transmission, see lower part of figure 7, is a
simplified model of an automatic transmission and in-
corporates a torque converter with a lock-up clutch.
The gearbox itself is modelled as a series of fixed
ratios which are jumped between according to the
control system. The control system determines the
shift point based on throttle position and vehicle speed
when compared to the defined shift map.
The driveline model is essentially a rigid model
with no compliance in the drive shafts and no tyre-
slip modelling. The wheel/tyre model does include a
speed-dependant rolling radius for the tyre. This level
of detail is sufficient for the drive cycle work that this
model has been developed for.
The vehicle itself is modelled as a lumped mass
and the resistance forces associated with the vehicle
are modelled as a second order polynomial dependant
upon vehicle speed. This curve can be determined
from a vehicle coastdown and accounts for all resis-
tance forces such as aerodynamic, rolling, transmis-
sion losses, etc.
The driver model is based around a PI controller
which has external controls affecting its performance
so that the driver behaviour is realistic. For example,
the driver will only control one pedal at a time and
will not jump rapidly from throttle to brake pedal. The
change in pedal control is influenced purely by the de-
sired speed-time profile.
In figure 8 typical simulation results of this model
are shown. In the upper part of the figure the desired
and actual speed of the vehicle is displayed. The de-
sired speed is part of the European drive cycle. In
the lower part, the consumption of the vehicle (in liter
per 100 km) is shown. The consumption computa-
tion starts a little bit delayed, because at the beginning
the car is not moving which would mean that the con-
sumption in litres per 100 km is infinity.
7 Application 2: Automatic gearbox
In the second application of the PowerTrain library,
the detailed gearshift transition dynamics of an auto-
matic gearbox are investigated. For a demonstration
of the modelling and simulation methodology using
Modelica the automatic gearbox ZF 4HP22 is choosen
[4]. A crossectional view of this gearbox is shown
in figure 9 and the schematic in the lower part of fig-
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Figure 7: Modelica model of power train for drive cycle fuel consumption prediction.
ure 10. It consists of a hydrodynamic torque converter
and three planetary gear sets, which are connected via
two clutches, four brakes and two free wheels. These
switching elements enable or disable the relative mo-
tion between the wheels of the planetary gears in order
to achieve the desired transmission ratios. In the up-
per part of figure 10 the gear shift scheme is shown,
describing which clutches have to be enganged or dis-
enganged to activate the desired gear.
The clutches and brakes are controlled by electro-
hydraulic actuators which are in turn controlled by an
electronic control unit (ECU). The control scheme for
the clutches and brakes has to be designed carefully
to achieve a good compromise between gearshift com-
fort, wear and driving performance. Depending on the
goals of the actual investigation, the dynamic effects of
the hydraulic force generation may be modelled glob-
aly by a first order time delay, or in detail using the
Modelica Hydraulics library [1], or by using any par-
ticular modelling level.
To simulate the gearshift transitions accurately, the
input and output torques acting on the gearbox are re-
quired. Therefore the whole driveline of engine and
torque converter (for details see [4]), differential gear-
box and longitudinal vehicle dynamics (vehicle iner-
tia and driving resistances) has to be included in the
model. For offline-simulations the essential functions
of the engine and gearbox ECUs have to be modelled
too. In a hardware-in-the-loop simulation they are re-
placed by the actual ECU hardware [8].
These components are shown in the upper part of
figure 11 together with a driver model which uses the
desired driving maneuvre as input. The model is set up
using the PowerTrain library and the Modelica Stan-
dard library. In the middle part of the figure, the con-
nection of the switching logic, the clutch control and
the gearbox mechanics are shown. Finally, in the lower
part of figure 11 the mechanical components of the
gearbox, i.e., the 3 planetary gear sets, the clutches,
brakes and free wheels can be seen. The switching el-
Figure 9: Crossectional view of gearbox ZF 4HP22.
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Figure 8: Simulation results of drive cycle model.
ements are controlled by signals which are generated
in the clutch control component.
The Modelica model of the automatic gearbox has
a variable structure, since the 6 clutches and brakes Ci
allow 26 = 64 different structures. Although, basically
only the 5 different structures according to the gears
from figure 10 occur, during a gear shift every of the
other 59 structures may show up, depending on the
actual clutch control signals and the clutch actuators
performances.
The components of the gearbox as well as the con-
nections of the components are identical in the Mod-
elica model of the gearbox (= lower part of figure 11)
and in the gearbox schematic in figure 10. This enables
reuse of model components in a simulation model of
an other gearbox without any modification, whitch is
not possible using other modelling methods. Using an
appropriate simulation tool [2] the described Modelica
gearbox model is also very efficient. Therefore it can
be used in realtime applications too [3, 8].
Figure 12 gives some simulation results: On
the lefthand side engine respectively torque converter
speed and car acceleration during a fullspeed upshift
through all four gears are shown. The plots on the
righthand side are zoomed in time, showing details of
clutch / freewheel C11 opening during upshift from
3rd to 4th gear.
Because clutch C12 starts to close at T=18 the
torque transmitted in C11 increases. C11 starts to open
at T=18 (control input decreasing), but is still strong
enough to stay stuck. At T=18.53 clutch C11 starts to
slide (state lC11 changes from 1 to 0). An increasing
relative speed can be observed. Clutch C11 can now
Gear C4 C5 C6 C8 C11 C12
1 x x
2 x x x
3 x x x
4 x x x
R x x x
C4
C5 C6 C8
C11
C12
Figure 10: Shift scheme of gear ZF 4HP22.
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Figure 11: Modelica model of power train with automatic gearbox ZF 4HP22.
no more transmitt full torque, it breaks down a bit and
decreases as the clutch is opened more and more. At
T=18.65, before the clutch is opened completely, full
relative speed between the disks of clutch C11 can be
observed. At T=18.7 C11 is fully opened (control in-
put 0).
Optimal clutch control would avoid the change of
sign of the transmitted torque in clutch C11 (and other
clutches involved) and therefore avoid the double peak
in the car acceleration.
8 Conclusion
The predecessor of the PowerTrain library was real-
ized with the Dymola language, an object-oriented
modeling language which is superseded by the Mod-
elica language (and will not be developed further by
Dynasim). It has been used successfully to model au-
tomatic gearboxes, similiar to the one shown in the
lower part of figure 11, for various hardware-in-the-
loop simulator projects in the automotive industry.
The Modelica PowerTrain library as successor
of the previous Dymola library offers several bene-
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Figure 12: Gearbox simulation results
fits: The friction elements, such as bearing friction,
clutches and brakes are realized differently, based on
the theory scetched in section 5. This leads to more
robust simulations and also to higher efficiency, be-
cause 1 or 2 local iterations over the set of dynamically
coupled friction elements are sufficient (previously a
global iteration over the whole model had to be per-
formed). A lot of new elements are included, such as
torque losses and a warm-up model of the engine. Fi-
nally, all other available Modelica libraries can be eas-
ily utilized, e.g., to model the hydraulics or electronic
components.
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